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Introduction  
Techniques for the accurate measurement of ionising radiation have been 
evolving since Roentgen first discovered x-rays in 1895; until now experimental 
measurements of radiation fields in the three spatial dimensions plus time have 
not been successfully demonstrated. In this work, we embed an organic plastic 
scintillator in a polymer gel dosimeter to obtain the first quasi-4D experimental 
measurement of a radiation field. 
Methods
A pre-calibrated organic plastic scintillator rod of 5mm diameter and 6 mm 
length was connected to optical fibre and electronic circuitry. The scintillator 
was then secured in place such that it intercepted the central axis of a 
cylindrical acrylic container at 3cm depth A PAGAT gel dosimeter was
Conclusion  
In this work we have shown that the combination of two radiation detectors, one 
providing a 3D spatial mapping of dose and one providing temporal variation in 
dose rate, can be used to produce a 4D-hybrid radiation detection system. 
Typically, a gel dosimeter only provides dose information integrated over time, 
thus temporal information is lost. This work shows that the novel addition of 
temporal information to integrating 3D spatial dosimetry has been demonstrated 
to be feasible. This technique will provide a valuable means to fully characterize 
ionizing radiation fields.   
     .      
manufactured and poured into the acrylic container.
The container was then irradiated with two collimated 6 MV X-ray beams from a 
Varian Clinac 21iX linear accelerator as shown in Figure 1. Both radiation beams 
were delivered to the same location and orientation; however the radiation 
output of the linear accelerator was varied so that they produced 2.50 ± 0.03 
Gy/minute and 5.00 ± 0.05 Gy/minute at the scintillator respectively.
The dose rates of the beams were measured with the scintillator at the time of 
delivery. After 24 hours the container containing the gel dosimeter and the 
scintillator  was scanned in a MGS Research IQScan optical CT scanner. For 
further details see online supporting material.
Results
Figure 2 qualitatively demonstrates the spatial distribution provided by the gel 
dosimeter, showing an isosurface representation of the reconstructed optical CT 
image, with contours selected at 64% and 83% of dmax. 
Figure 3 shows the temporal radiation dose measurement at the location of the 
scintillator. The temporal scintillator data clearly shows the presence of two 
beams at different times, intensities, and duration.
For this technique to be viable, the measurements of each detector must not be 
perturbed by the presence of the other. Figure 4 shows comparative plots of the 
optical density of the gel dosimeter along the direction of the radiation beam, 
with error bars representing the standard deviation of the surrounding 3mm x 
3mm region. Represented in the figure are depth dose data along the central 
axis of the beam which passes through the centre of the scintillator, and off axis 
data located within the radiation field in the gel dosimeter but not passing 
through the scintillator. 
Figure 2 – Typical 3D isosurfaces acquired from the post irradiation optical CT 
image of the gel dosimeter as located in the container (blue). Because the optical 
density is proportional to radiation dose, the isosurface can be converted to a dose 
contour. In this case the green surface represents 64% of the maximum dose and 
the red represents 83% of the maximum dose.
Figure 3 – Temporal organic plastic scintillator measurement during the irradiation 
of the container. Although the same dose was delivered with each beam, the dose 
rate and time was varied.
Figure 1 – Detector setup at irradiation with a 6MV x-ray beam. The gel dosimeter is 
contained within the acrylic container and the scintillator/light guide can be seen 
protruding. 
    
Figure 4 – Changes in the gel dosimeter optical density along the axis of the 
cylinder. The upper panel shows the optical CT data for two sets of in-field data: one 
intersecting the scintillator and the other within the radiation field but not 
intersecting the scintillator. The bottom panel shows the difference between the two 
data sets. The anomoly in gel measurements close to the scintillator is due to 
oxygen contamination of the gel.
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